PREFACE AND GRATEFUL ACKNOWLEDGMENT

In our Country The Teachers’ Training Curriculum includes B.Ed, M.Ed and D.Ed Courses. The present study on the curriculum of teachers’ training is a need based project nationally for the reason that this existing curriculum can not satisfy the national need of generating proper and need based human power capital with humanity and nation loving approach. The present teachers’ Training Curriculum only creates experts of Languages, Mathematics, Sciences, Social Sciences without nation-loving and nationals-loving principles amongst the teachers which is due to absence of the humanitarian outlook, nation loving policy, humanism and value education with morality in the Teachers’ Training Curriculum going on at present and therefore the teaching force of the country can not inculcate amongst the students all the required national and humanitarian outlook followed by nationalism and Internationalism. The present study may be the “Panacea”.

The present study has gone deeper into the curriculum going on at present showing the absence of humanistic and nationalistic qualities in the curriculum of Various universities that further create in humanitarian citizens.

The study also views the present Scenario of the Society of our country and makes these downfall of humanitarian attitudes and therefore demands a change and modifications of the teachers training curriculum with immediate effect to save Indian society and to flourish India and Indians as the best of the lot with traditional values, humanitarian outlook, nation-loving principles and actualization of constitutional values properly.

The present study, being an historical approach, tries to establish its views through five hypothesis with logical reasoning and later with a sample survey, in addition. The researcher gratefully acknowledges the help and Co-operations of the University Administrative officers, Head of the Department of Education, Head of Ph.D Department and all academic staff of the Jharkhand Rai University.
The Researcher also acknowledges the Co-operations received from the Hon’ble V.C., Registrar of the University.

The Co-operation from prof. S. Chakraborty and Anushapriya Madam of the JRU, Ranchi, shall remain in the heart of Researcher as a memory of the pleasure encouraging the 74 years aged Researcher to complete the task in the nick of time.
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DELIMITATION :

The Research work shall be kept confined mainly to B.Ed Teachers’ Training of curriculum for Secondary and Higher Secondary Teachers.

The grateful acknowledgment is also due to Mr. Khalid Hassan, New Bengal Printers, Asansol-713301 for his job to print out the whole Job-works in time.

The thesis, if accepted and actualized by the education department of the Government of India and UNO and UNESCO, will be proved as panacea to fight against terrorism which will help UN and UNESCO to avoid Third World War.
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